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The Problem: We need physical quantities (density, 
temperature, velocity, magnetic field) but we only 
observe intensity


We must infer the physical properties of the solar 
atmosphere using atomic physics 


How accurately can we do this?
MHD equations



Example: We want to use the DEM to constrain models of coronal 
heating, but how well can it be computed? Errors in the atomic data 

are currently unaccounted for and likely dominate the calculation

AIA Fe XVIII

For example, see Guennou et al. 2013

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2013ApJ...774...31G



AIA 171 Å + HMI Magnetic Field

“Moss” loop footpoints

Hot loops

Test Problem: Propagate the 
errors in the atomic data to 
the measurement of the 
densities with EIS Fe XIII ratios



intensity

atomic data

electron density, temperature

Example EIS Spectrum Near 200 Å: 5 Fe XIII Lines



Least-Squares Fit to the Intensities

uncertainties appear 
to be very small!



CHIANTI: setup_ion.pro

rnd = randomn(seed, splstr.info.ntrans)
    
for i=0,splstr.info.ntrans-1 do begin

  perturb = 1 + CHIANTI_PERTURB*rnd[i]      

  ;; --- perturb; spl is -1 for missing data, so don't overwrite
  good = where(splstr.data[i].spl ge 0, n_good)
  if n_good gt 0 then splstr.data[i].spl[good] = splstr.data[i].spl[good]*perturb

endfor

CHIANTI: read_wgda.pro

perturb = 1 + CHIANTI_PERTURB_AVAL*randomn(seed, nindex)
a_value = a_value*perturb

For simplicity only save emissivities for 5 lines of interest

Each run takes about 10s

Phase 1: Perturb CHIANTI collision strengths and decay rates 
uniformly, generate 1000 realizations of the atomic data

Original CHIANTI Example with 10% perturbation

Re-Analyze the Data



Results From 1000 Runs at 10%: 
Errors in the atomic data dominate



But a uniform 10% is not right! . . . the rates for 
some transitions are better known that this, some 

are much more uncertain

Giulio Del Zanna compared rates from recent calculations and 
estimated the uncertainty as a function of collision strength

rates for strong 
transitions have smaller 

uncertainties

rates for weaker 
transitions have larger 

uncertainties



Phase 2: Perturb CHIANTI collision strengths and decay rates with 
GDZ method, generate 1000 realizations of the atomic data


How do we “learn” from the data? . . . pragmatic and full Bayes

[Nathan Stein, David Stenning, David van Dyke, Jessi Cisweski]

assume that the 
observations and the atomic 

data are independent 



assume that the 
observations are conditional 

on the atomic data



Pragmatic vs Full Bayes

This is only applied to a single set of intensities



Analysis of full data set: consider all 
combinations of 1000 sets of EIS 
intensities and 1000 realizations of 
CHIANTI


Result: another set of atomic rates fits 
the data much better


A clue that EIS analysis or atomic data 
can be improved



Summary and Conclusions 

For the first time we have considered the analysis of 
spectroscopic data including both statistical errors and 

uncertainties in the atomic data


Uncertainties in the atomic data dominate, but are not 
catastrophic . . . phew!


More work is in progress


• Analysis of stellar O VII/O VIII spectra

• Analysis of collision rate covariance structure from first 

principle calculation

• Test problems using MHD simulation results


